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Abstract 
 
Suprasegmental elements such as stress, pitch, juncture and linkers are language universals that are uttered naturally in the 
mother tongue without prior training but need to be learned systematically in the target language. Among other techniques of 
sentential pronunciation teaching to second language (L2) students, exercises with proverbs in the target language can be utilized 
effectively to acquire natural rhythm and articulation. By addressing a natural interest in traditional wisdom and common sense, 
proverbs in the target language benefit students with their grammatical and lexical importance and can be used to produce 
acceptable pronunciation and intonation in the new language. Going that one step further from word stress to sentential intonation 
by working on broad transcriptions, pronunciation teachers may produce a crystal pronunciation contributing to better 
communication. 
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1. Introduction 
Proverbs in the target language may be excellent resource materials for teaching pronunciation, stress and especially 
proverbs in IPA symbols, featuring primary and secondary stress, pitch and juncture characteristics with relevant 
signs, leaving unstressed syllable unmarked and clearly pointing out linkers, can be effectively used to teach applied 
phonetics and phonology to Turkish learners of English.  
 
2. Importance of Sentential Intonation 
The teaching of pronunciation and intonation has never been totally successful. The reason why many earlier 
practices of sentential pronunciation training (mainly consisting of only marking the prominent stresses on certain 
sentences (in varying stress, intonation, pitch and juncture) is because the method used lacked the essential details 
and clarity which broad transcription offers when combined with all relevant elements. Thus, students fall short in 
their effective communication and meaning-conveying performances because they ignore and neglect to grasp how 
segmental and suprasegmental features of pronunciation are combined.  
 
3. Background of Sentential Intonation Showing  
In this presentation, the essential elements of suprasegmental pronunciation [i.e. pitch, stress, and juncture, as well 
as intonation universals such as the correlation between the signifiers and those signified by primary and secondary 
stress and the linking process] will be explored thoroughly by using some popular English proverbs. In a bid to 
address the attention of the large Spanish speaking audience at the conference some well known Spanish proverbs 
will also be added to the list to set a model of pronunciation teaching to Spanish learners in Turkey, which is a fast-
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growing trend in our country. Thus, for example, Turkish learners of Spanish will be able to quote Cervantes more 
effectively to delight Spanish ears with their crystal clear articul  
(Tell me who you hang around with, and I'll tell you who you are.) Participants in the presentation will acquire this 
expertise in IPA broad transcription supported by all other suprasegmental features. 
 
4. Examining English and Spanish Proverbs in Regard to their Suprasegmental Structure:  
In terms of methodology, a sample of English proverbs followed by some Spanish proverbs [listed below] will be 
presented to the audience (as time permits) with their IPA phonemic broad transcriptions featuring their clearly-
marked suprasegmental characteristics. This will be carried out in an interactive manner, convincing the audience of 
the effectiveness in this innovative approach.  
IPA TRANSCRIPTION & Audio: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5S8OUJpy_s 
DAW STEINBERG CUBASE6 Graphics: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5LQXECMa2Pk  
 
5. Suprasegmental Notions and How They are Marked on the Broad Transcription: 
Suprasegmental features of a language are the phenomena that extend beyond a single sound segment. These are 
considered to be pitch, stress and juncture which collectively form intonation. [RIDGEWAY 1999:1] If such 
features are not used, we humans sound like robots, lacking the concise way in which meaning is conveyed 
[LEHISTE 1991:98]. The elements of intonation, namely juncture and pitch, help the break the stream of sound 
into manageable groups and give additional clues to meaning by either highlighting particular syllables further or 
assisting the comprehension of the grammatical or pragmatic function. [CLARK and YALLOP 1990:276] 
Suprasegmental features are language universals with their own particularities. The correct use of intonation is an 
essential feature of communicative competence, and erroneous intonation leads to communication breakdown 
[GUTNECHT 1978:59-260].  
 
Although many teachers consider the pronunciation of individual phonemes as of utmost importance, some of them 
lack emphasis on the prosodic elements. [CUTLER et. al 1997-141] In connected speech, some particular elements 
of linking, assimilation and deletion are essential to make understanding easier for the hearer. [RIDGEWAY 
1999:43] Linking is a method of connecting the last sound of one syllable to the first sound of the next such as 
assimilation, which is another universal feature of spoken language, [CELCE-
 Deletion appears in the form of elision and aphesis in RP. We can see this in such examples as 
t o e in 
e  
 
Juncture is the suprasegmental feature that indicates the borders of words and groups of words in speech. The 
Prague school referred to such elements as boundary signals, neatly summarising their role. Juncture is a sound 
[CELCE-MURCIA, ET AL: 241]. LIEBERMAN [1967:187-8] mentions that BLOCH and TRAGER [1942] first 
introduced the plus juncture and open internal juncture to indicate a word boundary, and that later TRAGER and 
SMITH [1951] added three varieties of juncture to describe pauses in speech accompanied particular pitch changes.  
 
Pause junctures are characterized by CALVERT [1986:170] as the intervals between words and phrases or clauses 
shown as commas and colons or semicolons indicating shorter or longer pauses. DEMIREZEN [1986:116, 2009:4] 
points out that punctuation marks do give out indications of which junctures should be used for which punctuation 
mark, namely falling juncture sign [ ] corresponding to (.), rising juncture sign [ ] corresponding to (?) and 
sustained juncture sign [ ] or [  
 
By word stress or accent 
[RIDGEWAY 1999:83] A distinction here between word stresses, compound word stresses and sentence stresses 
must be clearly stated because the combination of various levels of stresses, such as primary, secondary, tertiary etc., 
presents special features in sentence intonation where they are expected to coexist harmoniously. For most nouns in 
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English, the stressed syllable appears at the initial position; verbs tend to have their prominent stressed syllables 
toward the end. In connected speech, secondary stress may occurs several times within the intonation unit, both 
before and after the tonic. [RIDGEWAY 1999:112] As for pitch, it is this element that brings the music to 
intonation. [RIDGEWAY 1999:134]  
 
CELCE-MURCIA et.al. [1996:184] explain that normal conversation moves between middle and high pitch, with 
low pitch typically signaling the end of an utterance. The extra high level is generally used to express a strong 
emotion such as surprise, great enthusiasm or disbelief, and is the pitch level often used in contrastive or emphatic 
stress. Pitch is the most complex of the suprasegmental elements to apply to utterances, as there are a number of 
different patterns to consider as well as the relationship between different types of clauses and punctuation. 
[RIDGEWAY 1999:154] 
 
6 Showing Suprasegmental Elements of one English and one Spanish Proverb on their Broad Transcription 
In the following two famous proverbs, the first being an English proverb and the second a Spanish one, detailed 
suprasegmental features are shown. Primary Stress ['] has been shown for prominence or the identifying factor, 
Secondary Stress [,] for the identified factor, linking [ ] to link the final phoneme of the preceding word to the initial 
phoneme of the following item, the Falling Juncture [ ] to pinpoint the end utterance, the Rising Juncture [ ] to 
show the question utterance and the Pause Juncture to show a sustained terminal juncture or a level juncture [ ]. 
The Repetitive Juncture sign [ ] has been used to show the longer period of pause between utterances. Here are 
the examples:  
A TWIG MUST BE BENT WHILE IT  
tw g  'm st bi b nt wa l ts 'gri n. ] 
 
latter part of the sentence are connected s 
correlating with one another though reverse order compared to the former part of the sentence; the final falling 
juncture indicates the ending of the sentence.]  
 
 
 
['d me  ,kon 'kjen an,das  ,  te d 're  'kjen e,res. ] 
 
[In the former part of the sentence broken with comma [therefore a double juncture] we have a short break after 
short pause juncture after 
o 
secondary level. The sentence ends with a falling juncture to stop the utterance.]  
 
 
7. Some Other English Proverbs with their Suprasegmental Features 
 
1 tw g  'm st bi b nt wa l ts 'gri n. ]  
2 ['w m n    w lz wa l  'l v  b k z  me k 'n n  w n  'da . ] 
3 [ j a   'n v  tu o ld  t  'l n. ]  
4 [  'b d  z w  'tu  b . ]  
5 [  'fu l me a sk 'm  kw st nz n n a   'wa z  k 'n a ns  r n 's v n j z. ]  
6 ['hi h  w d 'd w n w  'm   b g n. ] 
7 'w m  'mo st po w 't    i  'n v lets t 'r st. ]  
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8 'pl r w t wi n' z l st ba  'k v m . ]  
9 's n s n t l hi 'g ts h m self 'wa f   'd  r d 'a t la f. ] 
10 [j  me  'li d  h s t   'w t ,  b t j  t me k h m  
 
8. And Some Spanish Proverbs to be Used as Examples 
 
1 [a kaba  rega'lado   'no le ,m res ,los 'djentes. ] A caballo regalado no le mires los dientes. (Do not check the teet
a horse given as a present.)     
 
2 [Al 'bwen entende,dor,  'pokas pa,labras ba . ] Al buen entendedor pocas palabras 
bastan. (A good listener needs few words.) 
3 [ar'bol ke na  tor do,  ja  su ,tronko ende  ]  
tronco endereza. (A tree that is born twisted never grows straight.) 
4 [a ,kjen madru a,  ,djos le aju . ] A quien madruga, Dios le ayuda. (God helps those 
who get up early.) 
5 [bar  con,tento. ]  (Full stomach, happy 
heart.) 
6 [ krja cuer,vos   ,  te saka  los ,oxos. ]    (Raise 
crows and they will peck your eyes out.) 
7 [del di o al e,t o  ay un t o ,bwen t o. ] Del dicho al hecho hay un mucho buen 
trecho. (Between word and deed, there's a wide trench.) 
8 [,es mas fa    , en  ,oxo xeno    ,ke a ,en el pjo. ] Es 
a paja en ojo ajeno que la viga en el propio. (It's easier to see the straw in 
someone else than the beam in oneself.) 
9 [ no de,xes  pa,ra ma ana    ke ,pwedas  ,a . ] 
que puedas hacer hoy. (Don't wait for tomorrow to do something you can do today.) 
10 [ mas a,le   pa ro en ma,no  ke , jentos vo do. ] 
cientos volando. (A bird in the hand is better than a hundred flying birds.) 
11 [,s  tu m   ,kjere ti te  ,de un te do,  pro ra ke ,sea  no ba,xo, 
mayor te. ] Si tu mujer quiere tirarte de un tejado, procura que sea uno bajo, 
mayormente. (If your wife wants to throw you off the roof, make sure the roof is as low as 
possible) 
 
6. Conclusion:    
Proverbs, reflecting the traditional richness of any culture in universal vein, are also valuable 
materials in the teaching of the lexical, grammatical and phonetic elements of the target 
language. Features of oral communication such as clear articulation and intonation are essential 
environment. Therefore, proverbs must be taught more often by pronunciation teachers to give 
and speech rhythm, technically 
speaking  structure (Can, 145: 2011). Students who are able 
to use L2 proverbs to the point in their utterances always feel more confident and at home with 
the culture of the natives they are associated with. As they quote such proverbs they not only 
demonstrate their skill to communicate with them, they also appeal to the same universal values 
cherished by everyone involved as human beings.  Identifying one another with all those around 
us as common citizens of this vast yet small world we coexist peacefully by loving and 
understanding one another, under the same roof in the same eternal wisdom. What is "efficient 
language teaching" for then if not serving this cause of universal communication in love and 
understanding? 
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